Circular contour frequency (the number of radial cycles per degree of unmodulated contour length measured in degrees of viewing angle) is an important factor in determining the deformation threshold of radial frequency (RF) patterns. Radial deformation thresholds were closely matched at a given circular contour frequency regardless of RF or radius. Our results suggest that two separate mechanisms may be involved in determining radial deformation thresholds. First, for low RFs, our results support a model of shape discrimination in which global integration occurs across all modulation cycles of an RF pattern. Second, for higher RFs, our data suggest that threshold may be determined by visual integration only over a limited segment of the RF pattern.
Introduction
Detection of radial deformation in circular patterns appears to be governed by a global pooling mechanism (Hess, Wang, & Dakin, 1999; Wilkinson, Wilson, & Habak, 1998) . Sensitivity to local curvature or orientation cues does not predict the relative dependence of radial deformation threshold as a function of radial frequency (RF) and threshold is relatively insensitive to contrast, a result inconsistent with a local feature detector (Wilkinson et al., 1998) . More direct evidence of global pooling is provided by the marked elevation in threshold that occurs when the 4 quadrants of the circular stimulus are presented in a row, or positioned at random, rather than a complete circle (Hess et al., 1999) . Both the dependence of radial deformation threshold on deformation phase and the finding of thresholds better than predicted by probability summation are also consistent with a global mechanism (Hess et al., 1999) . Global pooling is thought to occur within V4, a hypothesis based on neurophysiological (Gallant, Braun, & Van Essen, 1993; Gallant, Connor, Rakshit, Lewis, & Van Essen, 1996) and fMRI (Wilkinson et al., 2000) studies showing that a proportion of V4 cells respond optimally to concentric and radial stimuli but poorly to gratings. In one model proposed, the rectified outputs of V1 orientation channels are filtered through second stage orthogonal filters whose outputs are summed in a polar manner to complete the global pooling process (Wilson, 1999) . Pooling of orientation channels into second stage orthogonal filters is supported by a masking study in which radial deformation thresholds were measured in the presence of noise (Hess et al., 1999) . Radial deformation threshold was markedly elevated for fractal noise parallel to the sides of the RF patterns while orthogonal noise had little or no effect on threshold. Hess et al. (1999) proposed that linear oriented filters arranged in polar fashion might form the building blocks for global circularity detection.
In this model V1 neurons provide ÔfundamentalÕ information for the global pooling mechanisms. Hence, the global mechanisms may be subject to the sampling limit of the neural array in V1. If this model is correct, threshold for RF patterns will be the same as long as each cycle of modulation travels the same length in physical space, which may be achieved by covarying radius and RF. For example, a RF pattern with a radius of 0.5 deg and 4 radial cycles/360 deg, each cycle of modulation covers 0.79 deg of viewing angle (circumference ¼ 2pr ¼ 3:14 deg, divided by 4 cycles ¼ 0.79 deg). Similarly, the same physical length of modulation cycle can be achieved with a radius of 2 deg and 16 radial cycles/360 deg (Fig. 1 ). These two patterns should have the same radial deformation threshold. In order to evaluate this prediction, we introduce a new parameter, circular contour frequency for RF patterns which, describes the number of radial cycles per degree of unmodulated contour length measured in degrees of viewing angle. Circular contour frequency may be related to the parameter, linear contour frequency described by Tyler (1973) for sinusoidal deformation of lines. However, there are significant physical and psychophysical differences between the two stimulus paradigms. Physically, modulation of a line provides new orientation cues that are not present in the unmodulated line, while radial modulation of circular contour provides only a redistribution of existing orientation information (Hess et al., 1999) . Psychophysically, absolute threshold for linear deformation decreases with increasing contrast while radial deformation threshold is relatively constant for contrasts above 10% (Wilkinson et al., 1998) . Circular contour frequency allows us to evaluate the effects of the V1 sampling limit on the global process. The first aim of the present study was to test the hypothesis that radial deformation threshold is dependent on the physical length of a cycle of modulation as measured by circular contour frequency.
Even though circular contour frequency may be a limiting factor in determining radial deformation thresholds, it is clearly not the only factor since there is strong evidence that thresholds rely on global integration over many modulation cycles (Hess et al., 1999) . Wilkinson et al. (1998) reported that radial deformation thresholds for RF patterns with mean radius of 0.5 deg improved with RF before reaching a plateau at 3-5 cycles/360 deg. Their results suggest that, for this size stimulus, only a relatively small number of radial cycles may be spatially integrated. The range of pattern size over which integration occurs for radial deformation pattern in circles has yet to be determined. For concentric Glass patterns, which likely use similar global pooling mechanisms to RF patterns, global pooling extends to a maximum stimulus radius of 1.6 deg. (Wilson, Wilkinson, & Asaad, 1997) . Changes in radius and RF are encompassed within the circular contour frequency parameter. The second aim of the study was to investigate the ranges of integration for RF, radius and therefore, circular contour frequency over which global pooling occurs.
Methods

Subjects
Subjects were the authors and three subjects na€ ı ıve to the purpose of the study. All had normal corrected acuity.
Stimuli
Stimuli were RF patterns in which the radius was modulated sinusoidally (Fig. 1) . The cross-sectional luminance profile of the RF pattern was modulated by the 4th derivative of a Gaussian function, which ensures the patterns are band limited in the spatial frequency domain (Swanson, Wilson, & Giese, 1984) . The equations used to describe and generate the RF patterns have been described previously (Hess et al., 1999; Wilkinson et al., 1998) .
RF patterns were defined by the following parameters, peak spatial frequency (cycles/deg) which determines the thickness of the contour, contrast, mean radius (deg), the amplitude and phase of the radial modulation and RF (the number of modulation cycles per 360 deg) (see Fig. 1 ).
Circular contour frequency
Circular contour frequency describes the number of radial cycles per degree of contour length and has the units of cycles per contour length in degrees (cycles/cldeg). Fig. 1 and Table 1 illustrate that stimuli with differing radii and RFs may have the same circular contour frequency.
Stimuli were generated digitally using routines written in MATLAB (MathWorks) and displayed on a gamma corrected Macintosh gray scale monitor using the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997) which provides high level access to the C-language Video Toolbox (Pelli, 1997) . The monitor used for stimulus presentation had a frame rate of 75 Hz and a screen resolution of 1280 Â 1024 pixels. Subjects viewed the monitor in dim illumination and mean pattern luminance was 45 cd/m 2 . Contrast was 100% and viewing distance was 200 cm except for the 2 deg radius (100 cm) and 4 deg radius (50 cm). At 200 cm the screen subtended 11:5 Â 8:5 deg.
Psychophysical procedure
Radial deformation threshold was measured using a temporal 2-alternative forced choice paradigm. Each trial consisted of two 500 ms intervals; one interval contained an unmodulated RF pattern while the other contained a modulated RF pattern. The subjectÕs task was to indicate by movement of a joystick which interval contained the modulated circle. Audio signals were used to indicate the start of each interval but the subject received no feedback about the correctness of his or her response. All subjects were tested monocularly.
The location of the RF pattern was randomized around the center of the monitor across intervals. Randomization of stimulus position ensured that any retinal after-image produced by the RF pattern presented first did not interfere with detection of the RF pattern presented second. The distance between the center of the circular stimulus and the center of the monitor was randomized using a Gaussian variable, the standard deviation of which equaled the mean radius of the RF pattern.
Amplitude modulation of the RF pattern followed a 2-down-1-up staircase format with 8 reversals per stimulus condition (Birch & Swanson, 1992) . The amplitude of modulation decreased in octave steps until the first reversal, after which modulation amplitude was changed in half octave steps. A maximum likelihood fitting procedure was used to fit a Weibull function (Weibull, 1951) to the plot of percentage correct responses against radial modulation amplitude. The amplitude of the radial modulation corresponding to 75% correct was taken as the subjectÕs threshold. Each threshold estimation was the average of at least 5 runs.
Experiment 1--radial deformation threshold and circular contour frequency
The radius of the circular stimulus was varied over a 5 octave range (0.125-4 deg in octave steps) and RF varied over a 3 octave range (2, 4, 8 and 16 radial cycles/ 360 deg). As a result, circular contour frequency varied over an 8 octave range (0.08-20.4 cycles/cl-deg in octave steps). The phase of the radially modulated circle was randomized across intervals except where otherwise noted in the results. Peak spatial frequency was set at 9.6 cycles/deg to ensure that the two inner edges of RF pattern did not overlap for the smallest radius (Wilkinson et al., 1998 ).
2.6. Experiment 2--radial deformation threshold for partial and full modulation Stimulus: RF patterns were as described for Experiment 1 with the addition of partially modulated RF patterns. For partial modulation the number of cycles present varied from 1 cycle up to full modulation (2, 4, 8 or 16 radial cycles/360 deg) in octave steps. For partial modulation, the radial sinusoid always terminated at zero crossing.
Probability summation: The methods used for predicting the improvement in radial deformation threshold from partial to full modulation as a result of probability summation have been described previously (Hess et al., 1999) . Briefly, Monte Carlo simulations of the 2AFC experiment were performed using a psychometric function of the form:
where P ðxÞ is the probability of a correct response and DðxÞ is the probability of detecting stimulus x. For DðxÞ, the approximation of the cumulative normal distribution described by Quick (1974) was used:
where a is threshold and b is slope of the psychometric function. The decision rule used for combination of the outputs from multiple second-stage filters was derived from the decision-threshold model assuming that the observer attends to only mechanisms relevant to the task (Green & Swets, 1966 ; similar to the maximum-output rule described by Graham, 1989) :
For each subject, blocks of 100 simulations were run with a specified by that subjectÕs mean threshold for one cycle of radial deformation and b chosen from a normal distribution with x x ¼ 3 and r ¼ 1. Based on 7 blocks of 100 simulations, an overall mean prediction and its associated 95% confidence interval was derived for comparison with empirical data recorded from each subject.
Results
Experiment 1
Radial deformation threshold in arcsec is plotted as a function of circular contour frequency for three subjects in Fig. 2 . The graph for each subject contains four plots, each of which represents a constant RF. For each plot, increases in circular contour frequency are achieved by decreasing radius. At a given circular contour frequency (e.g. 1.3 cycles/cl-deg), radius and RF vary over a 3 octave range (rad ¼ 0:25-2 deg; rf ¼ 2-16 cycles/360 deg) yet thresholds are very nearly equivalent. The exception to this rule is the small elevation in threshold for RF patterns modulated at 2 cycles/360 deg (open circles). This elevation no longer occurred when random modulation phase was replaced by fixed phase (90 deg); radial deformation threshold for 2 cycles/360 deg modulation improved by an average of 0:42 AE 0:16 log unit. Thresholds did not improve with fixed phase for the higher RFs. For fixed modulation phase, radial deformation thresholds were closely matched across the entire range of circular contour frequencies regardless of RF (solid symbols, middle graph Fig. 2 ). Fig. 3 shows the threshold data for one subject (BJ) replotted. Each plot represents a constant radius and increases in circular contour frequency are achieved by increasing RF. As in Fig. 2 , radial deformation threshold becomes progressively poorer below 2.6 cycles/cl-deg even though radius is constant for each plot. The results indicate that the fall in radial deformation threshold at low circular contour frequencies cannot be explained by an increase in eccentricity. These results indicate that deformation threshold is largely dependent on circular contour frequency regardless of the radius and to a large extent the RF of the stimulus.
In Fig. 2 , radial deformation threshold decreased as a linear function of circular contour frequency plotted on a log-log scale before reaching a plateau at 1.3-2.6 cycles/cl-deg. For the three subjects, mean thresholds averaged across the three highest RFs at the plateau ranged from 3:7 AE 0:6 to 10:7 AE 1:8 arcsec. The slopes of the linear portion of each graph were very similar for each RF and for each subject and were therefore averaged to obtain a mean slope (AEsd) of À0:93 AE 0:08 on a log-log plot.
Experiment 2
Overall, the data support the hypothesis that deformation threshold is determined by the length in physical space traveled by each cycle of modulation. In Fig. 2 , radial deformation thresholds are relatively constant at contour frequencies of 1.3 cycles/cl-deg and higher suggesting that there may be a limit to the range of integration. Higher contour frequencies correspond to more modulation cycles in the same contour length but some of the additional cycles may not improve threshold; i.e., there may exist an upper limit to number of modulation cycles that can be integrated. Experiment 2 was designed to examine this hypothesis directly. Fig. 4 shows the mean radial deformation thresholds for a subset of radii from three subjects plotted against number of cycles for RFs of 2, 4, 8, and 16 cycles/360 deg. The solid lines in Fig. 4 indicate the predicted improvement in threshold with an increasing number of cycles based on probability summation. Radial deformation thresholds improve with the number of cycles for all radii (0.125-4 deg) for RF patterns modulated at 2 or 4 cycles/360 deg ( Fig. 4A and B) . For all radii at both 2 and 4 cycles/360 deg, full modulation results in thresholds better than predicted from probability summation alone. For 8 and 16 cycles/360 deg ( Fig. 4C and D) , in accordance with probability summation, there is an initial improvement in threshold with increasing number of modulation cycles up to 4 or 8 for small RF patterns (<2 deg radius). Deformation threshold remains constant with an increasing number of cycles for a RF pattern with a 2 deg radius.
Discussion
Our results demonstrate that circular contour frequency is a fundamental factor in determining radial deformation threshold. Regardless of RF or radius, radial deformation thresholds were closely matched across the entire range of circular contour frequencies. These results support a model of global pooling in which the V1 sampling array limits the amount of contour information provided to the global shape discrimination mechanism.
Our results are consistent with those of Wilkinson et al. (1998) who reported constant absolute thresholds for RF patterns with radii of 0.25-1 deg and RFs between 3 and 24 cycles/360 deg. For the 0.25 and 0.5 deg radii, this RF range produces circular contour frequencies between 0.96 and 7.6 cycles/cl-deg. This is similar to the range (1.3-10.2 cycles/cl-deg) over which threshold remained relatively constant (within 0.3 log units) for the three subjects in Fig. 2 . Tyler (1973) reported a substantial reduction in absolute threshold from 3 to 30 cycles/deg for linear deformation. A reduction in absolute radial deformation threshold is evident at the highest circular contour frequencies in Fig. 2 , particularly for subject BJ and it is possible that threshold could have become substantially worse at higher contour frequencies. However, higher circular contour frequencies could not be produced for the current Individual data points have been eliminated from the probability summation lines for clarity. experiment due a limitation in monitor resolution. Our results are also consistent with those of Wang (2001) who reported a better than 2-fold improvement in threshold between modulation at 4 cycles/360 deg and 8 cycles/360 for a 1 deg radius. These parameter values correspond to contour frequencies of 0.64 and 1.3 cycles/cl-deg over which we observed similar improvement in absolute threshold (Fig. 2) .
The radial deformation thresholds for one subject are plotted in Fig. 5 with threshold now expressed as a percentage of the radius (Weber fraction) plotted as a function of circular contour frequency. The Weber fraction remains constant for contour frequencies less than 1.3 cycles/cl-deg, indicating shape constancy. This analysis suggests that, for contour frequencies less than 1.3 cycles/cl-deg, each cycle is sampled by enough V1 neurons to render sufficient information to the global pooling mechanism to reach optimum shape discrimination performance. At higher contour frequencies shape constancy breaks down and the Weber fraction increases, consistent with undersampling of each modulation cycle by the V1 neurons.
The results further suggest that two mechanisms of integration may be involved in global pooling. First, for the low RFs, our results support the model of shape discrimination proposed by Wilson (1999) in which global integration occurs across all modulation cycles. There is additional evidence in the literature that supports this global integration model for low to moderate RFs. Wilkinson et al. (1998) reported that subjects were able to accurately identify the number of cycles in RF patterns modulated only up to 6 cycles/360 deg. Hess et al. (1999) also reported thresholds better than predicted by probability summation for RF patterns modulated at 8 cycles/360 deg. Together with our results, data from these studies suggest that at least 6 and possibly 8 cycles of modulation may be integrated in visual space, which corresponds to pooling of 6-8 second stage filtering units.
Second, for higher RFs, our data does not exhibit pooling over all modulation cycles, but rather suggests that there exists a maximum length of integration in physical space. In other words, shape discrimination may not underlie threshold; instead, threshold may be determined by integration over a limited segment of contour modulation. Table 2 shows the viewing angle for different number of modulation cycles for a RF of 16 cycles/360 deg. The bolded numbers in Table 2 indicate the number of cycles over which threshold continues to improve for each radius (Fig. 4D ). By comparison of Table 2 and Fig. 4D , it can be seen that the maximum physical length over which the global pooling occurs is approximately 0.79 deg. Interestingly, this maximum length for pooling corresponds to the lower limit of the threshold plateau of 1.3 cycles/cl-deg (0.77 cl-deg/ cycles). Whether the maximum physical length is for a continuous contour only, as used in our experiment or whether this length may be distributed in any fashion around the circle remains to be determined. 
